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Abstract 

Wind-induced natural ventilation through openings with small wind pressure differences was examined using large eddy 

simulation (LES) modelling. This study focused on cases in which the ventilation rate is predicted using a standard Orifice 

equation. The purpose of this study was to clarify how the ventilation rate is underestimated in such cases for both single-

sided and double-sided openings, and to clarify the difference between the effective ventilation rate (purging flow rate, 

PFR) and bulk airflow rate (AFR), which have not been sufficiently and systematically understood. A simple cubic-room 

model with two openings was analysed using LES by varying the opening position after validation, and the ventilation 

rate, velocity field, and wind pressure coefficient were compared with experimental results. The PFR was determined by 

tracing particles, and the AFR was obtained based on the instantaneous velocity over the openings. The AFR predicted 

by the Orifice equation was underestimated when the difference in the mean wind pressure coefficient (∆𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅) was less 

than 0.1. The main feature of this study was to show the ventilation effectiveness defined by the PFR divided by AFR, 

which was approximately 70-80%, 60%, and 90% for the double-sided openings, single-sided openings on the lateral side, 

and windward and leeward sides, respectively. Another feature was to propose a method for estimating the AFR reflecting 

two key phenomena, namely pulsating flow and eddy penetration. In addition, a simple equation considering the standard 

deviation of wind pressure coefficient difference (𝜎∆𝐶𝑝), and external local velocity around an opening (Vvic) was obtained.  

 

1. Introduction 

 Natural ventilation can be effective in controlling indoor environments without consuming non-renewable energy[1–

7]. It is generally known that natural ventilation is driven by wind, buoyancy, or a combination of the two. Buoyancy-

driven ventilation provides a relatively stable airflow and corresponding control of the indoor environment because its 

pressure difference is caused by the temperature difference. However, it is not always possible to achieve sufficient 

ventilation using buoyancy-driven ventilation. It can be difficult to obtain sufficiently large openings with sufficiently 

large height differences. In such cases, the wind pressure difference may be the dominant driving force. When the wind 

pressure difference between openings is large, a large amount of outdoor air is expected to pass through a building, which 

is beneficial not only to maintain desirable indoor air quality but also to obtain thermal comfort under moderate climate 

conditions. This type of wind-induced ventilation is often referred to as cross-ventilation, and much academic attention 

has been paid to it by means of both wind tunnel measurements and computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Some studies 

have focused on a single-zone room model and performed wind tunnel tests and CFD predictions to obtain more details 

on the flow patterns or distributions of wind velocity, pressure, and turbulent statistics[8–12]. The effect of surrounding 

buildings on cross-ventilation flow has also been investigated[13–16]. Other studies have focused in more detailed on the 

airflow of a building equipped with some architectural devices which affect cross-ventilation flow such as louvers, 

monitor roofs, and wind catchers [17–19]. Another study focused on discrepancies between on-site and wind tunnel cases 
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and performed large eddy simulation (LES) modelling[20]. Owing to its complexity, wind-induced natural ventilation 

flow has been of great interest over the last several decades.  

 The rate of natural ventilation is generally predicted using the standard Orifice equation:[21]. When wind is the only 

driving force, it can be estimated using Eq.(1) for the case of two openings. 

 

 𝑄 = (𝐶𝑑𝐴𝑊)𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓√Δ𝐶𝑃   (1) 

 

where ΔCP is the difference in the wind pressure coefficient between two openings, obtained from a sealed building model, 

and usually regarded as a time-averaged value (∆𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅). Vref is the reference velocity of the approaching flow, and its dynamic 

pressure is used to define the wind pressure coefficients. (Cd AW)connected is the connected value of the effective opening 

area of the openings, and it can be represented by the following equation: 

 

 
(𝐶𝑑𝐴𝑊)𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 =

1

√
1

(𝐶𝑑1𝐴𝑤1)
2+

1

(𝐶𝑑2𝐴𝑤2)
2
  (2) 

 

where Cd and AW are the discharge coefficient and area of each opening, respectively, and the product is interpreted as the 

effective opening area. Although this classical pressure-based approach has been widely used for the airflow network 

models[22], it is well known that the Orifice equation includes a number of assumptions that limit its application to 

practical airflow calculations[23,24]. In cases where the openings are relatively large and the kinetic energy is not 

sufficiently dissipated after passing through an opening, the Orifice equation is not suitable, and the flow rate may be 

underestimated[25,26]. Many studies have addressed this issue. Based on the concept of energy balance[27], the power 

balance model was proposed[28–30] and was followed by studies analysing stream tubes[31,32]. Another study regarded 

this as a “catchment” problem and demonstrated the necessity of an alternative prediction method to the conventional 

equation[33]. Apart from the large-opening cases, there also exists the problem of overestimating the flow rate when the 

angle of external flow incidence to an opening is large. To address this problem, some calculation models have been 

proposed to modify the discharge coefficients by considering the local similarity[34–38] or vector composition[39,40]. 

 Predicting the wind-induced ventilation rate for single-sided ventilation is also problematic. In buildings in urban 

areas, it is not always easy to expect cross-ventilation by providing openings on opposite sides because of restrictions 

related to building plans, fire codes, security requirements, etc. In such cases, single-sided ventilation can be an effective 

strategy for natural ventilation, although the expected flow rate is less than that of cross-ventilation[41]. When the room 

is ventilated through only one opening (also referred to as “SS1” [42–44]), Eq.(1) cannot be applied. A number of studies 

have been performed to estimate the flow rate and to understand the phenomena in detail, as reviewed by Zhong et al.[44]. 

The air exchange mechanism is classified into four factors: (1) airflow through a compartment, (2) pulsating flow, (3) 

penetration of eddies (turbulence), and (4) molecular diffusion[45]. Airflow through a compartment explains the 

ventilation through openings located at different positions and exposed to different pressures, which is similar to forced 

ventilation. The process of molecular diffusion is slow, and its effect on the flow rate is almost negligible compared to 

other factors. Consequently, pulsation and eddy penetration are two important factors to be considered for single-sided 

ventilation with one opening. Cockroft and Robertson [46] obtained a simple theoretical model by focusing on the 

pulsating flow produced mainly by the low-frequency fluctuating velocity and compressibility of the air. Haghighat et al. 

[47,48] also focused on pulsating flow and proposed an approach based on a power spectrum analysis. Regarding eddy 

penetration, Warren [49] assumed a flow pattern, including the mixing layer, and derived a simple formula to estimate 

the wind-induced ventilation rate, which was followed by studies investigating details focusing on the mixing 

layer[43,50–53]. Several studies have been performed for the single opening (SS1) case, whose approach involves 

empirical models, wind tunnel tests, and LES simulations [54–61]. 
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 In the case of single-sided ventilation with two openings (referred to as SS2 [42–44]), the inflow/outflow opening 

alternate periodically when the mean pressure difference is almost negligible[44,45]. In such cases, taking the mean value 

of ΔCp in Eq.(1) results in a relatively small prediction result for the ventilation rate, which leads to a considerable 

underestimation because ventilation can actually be driven by the instantaneous pressure difference between openings. 

Fundamental studies have also been conducted on this issue. Chu et al. [62] experimentally investigated the ventilation 

rate and the effects of wind direction. Daish et al. [42] performed wind tunnel tests for two openings on the same external 

wall and changed the distance between the openings. They also proposed a simple modification of the Orifice equation 

by introducing the standard deviation of the wind pressure coefficient difference (σΔCp) and derived empirical values for 

the two model coefficients. Arinami et al. [19] conducted LES for single-sided ventilation with two openings to evaluate 

the performance of guide vanes. The airflow through two openings on the leeward side of an isolated building with single-

sided ventilation has attracted academic attention as a form of ventilation where vortex shedding can be a driving force[63]. 

This type of ventilation was termed “pumping ventilation”, and has been investigated in recent studies[64–66]. Jiang et 

al. [67] also performed a wind tunnel experiment for the cases including SS2 to show that the conventional Orifice 

equation fails to predict the flow rate under a small wind pressure difference, and they proposed an empirical equation. 

 Compared with the single-opening case (SS1), there have been few detailed studies on two openings on the same wall 

(SS2). Therefore, this study explored with the wind-induced natural ventilation of a room equipped with two openings, 

where the Orifice equation is unsuitable. Depending on the external wind direction, pulsating ventilation with alternating 

inflow/outflow at an opening can also occur when two openings are provided for perpendicular facades (corner-ventilation, 

CR2 [66]), or opposite facades (two-sided or lateral openings [14,55]) as well as single-sided ventilation with two 

openings (SS2). Although the opening arrangement in architectural planning is different among these cases, the 

phenomenon is similar and the mechanism of ventilation is the same, that is, the mean wind pressure difference is small, 

and turbulent eddy penetration and pulsating flow are two influencing factors. Therefore, focusing on the situation of a 

small wind pressure difference, this study analyses a simple rectangular model with two openings for both single-sided 

and double-sided cases, and had the following research objectives. 

 

· Clarifying how the standard Orifice equation underestimates the flow rate when the mean wind pressure coefficient 

difference (∆𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅) is small 

· Understanding the differences in the ventilation rate tendency between single- and double-sided openings 

· Providing information regarding the ratio of the effective ventilation rate to the bulk airflow rate for such cases 

· Proposing a simple equation modifying the Orifice equation considering both pulsating flow and eddy penetration 

 

In the present study, wind tunnel tests were first conducted to obtain the wind pressure coefficient and airflow velocity 

using a sealed model of a simple shape, and the effective ventilation rate was measured using tracer-gas method for a 

room model with the same configuration equipped with openings. The main aim of this study was to clarify the tendencies 

of the ratio of the effective flow rate to bulk flow rate to determine ventilation effectiveness, which has not been 

sufficiently understood for wind-induced natural ventilation to date. Given this aim, numerical simulation is beneficial 

because the variation of the instantaneous velocity over an opening used to obtain the bulk airflow rate cannot be precisely 

evaluated experimentally. Therefore, the experimental results were used to validate CFD. Because the target of this study 

was the flow field including both eddy penetration and pulsating ventilation with alternating inflow/outflow, the 

Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) approach was unsuitable, and instantaneous velocity had to be assessed using 

LES. Thus, LES simulations were performed for several cases of single- and double-sided openings, and both bulk and 

effective ventilation rates were evaluated to achieve the research objectives. A simple equation for estimating the airflow 

rate was finally derived by using the wind pressure fluctuation and external velocity around the opening as parameters 

that reflect the effects of two key phenomena: the pulsating flow and eddy penetration.  

 

2. Wind Tunnel Measurement 
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2.1. Purpose and outline of wind tunnel experiment 

 

 To validate the numerical analysis using the LES shown in the following section, a wind tunnel test was conducted. 

Two types of measurements were performed, namely measurements of the flow rate and wind pressure coefficient (Cp 

value). For the former, a test model provided with two openings was used by adopting the tracer-gas method, whereas for 

the latter, a sealed model was used, where pressure taps were provided without any openings. Because LES calculations 

were performed for the model both with and without openings, the measured flow rate and Cp value distribution were 

compared with the numerical results. For CFD validation, the velocity distribution around the sealed model was also 

measured to determine the accuracy of the flow pattern for the sealed model.  

 An open-circuit wind tunnel at Osaka City University was used for the measurement, and its cross-section was 1.2 m 

high and 1.5 m wide. A cubic single-room 1:20 scale model was used with a length, depth, and height of 200 mm. The 

wind tunnel was equipped with lattice and roughness blocks, and the test model was exposed to a boundary-layer flow 

(Fig.1 (1) and (2)). The approaching boundary layer flow was set at 10 m/s using a pitot tube installed at a height of 800 

mm from the floor of the test section. Fig. 1 (3) shows the vertical profile of the approaching flow measured without the 

test model, which was obtained using an I-type hotwire anemometer with a 1.0 Hz sampling frequency for 60 s for each 

height. Here, the velocity was normalised to that measured at 800 mm. Focusing on the range of the height where the 

model exists, the boundary layer followed the 1/3.5 power law. The streamwise velocity at the building height was 6.73 

m/s, and the Reynolds number of the approaching flow was 90,000. Regarding the Reynolds number independence inside 

the room, the Re based on the opening width and approaching flow velocity at the height of the opening central position 

(5.52 m/s) was more than 14,000. These conditions were not significantly different from those in similar studies on 

pumping ventilation, and were sufficiently higher than the recommended value required to meet similarity under 

isothermal conditions with a bluff body [65]. Therefore, the flow feature of this scaled test was interpreted as similar to 

that of a full-scale phenomenon. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Cross-section of the wind tunnel (dimensions in mm), and profile of the approaching flow 

 

2.2. Flow rate measured using tracer-gas method 

 

 To obtain the experimental results of the ventilation rate which were to be compared with CFD, a tracer-gas technique 

was adopted. A rectangular room model made of a 2.0 mm-thick acrylic board was used, which was equipped with two 

openings with a side length of 40 mm each. The position of the opening was changed to vary the wind pressure difference 

between the two openings, and three cases of double-sided openings were studied (Fig. 2). The position of the opening 

on the right-hand side viewed from the windward side (Opening 2) was varied to change the wind pressure difference, 

whereas the other opening (Opening 1) was fixed. The intention of the case setting was that Case 2 was the most basic 

case with a symmetric opening arrangement. In Case 1, Opening 2 was shifted to the windward side exposed to a stronger 

negative wind pressure, while in Case 3, the opening was moved to the leeward side within a weaker negative pressure.  
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Fig. 2. Studied cases in the wind tunnel experiment (dimensions in mm) 

 

 Generally, flow rates can be measured using two types of measurements. One was obtained by integrating the velocity 

component normal to the opening and expresses the bulk airflow rate. However, this is not always the complete flow rate, 

that is, it may remove and dilute contaminants. One example is when the flow rate contains a fraction of contaminants 

that removed. In this study, the bulk airflow rate is referred to as the air flow rate (AFR). The other is defined based on 

concentration and can be regarded as the effective ventilation rate acting to purge contaminants within a room, referred 

to as the purging flow rate (PFR), [68] and was used to clarify the difference. Because it is difficult to evaluate the AFR 

accurately by integrating the velocity over an opening where the inflow and outflow alternates, the PFR, which can be 

obtained using the tracer-gas concentration, was measured. CO2 was used as the tracer gas adopted and was supplied from 

a cylinder (Fig.3 (1)). The tracer gas was injected into the model at the top of the four tubes with a height of 50 mm, and 

the air inside the room model was sampled through the tube located at the centre of the model to measure the indoor tracer 

gas concentration (Fig.3 (2) and (3)). Here, the sampling tube was equipped with four small holes at each of the three 

heights (50, 100, and 150 mm), with the tube top sealed. Therefore, 12 holes were created in total. The reason for this 

sampling hole arrangement was to measure the average gas concentration as many times as possible within a room where 

variation in the distribution seemed to exist.  

  

    

 

   

 

 Because the open-circuit wind tunnel was used for the experiment, where the tracer gas never returned to the windward 

side, the average concentration method of continuous dose methods [69] was applied, and the tracer gas was continuously 

injected with an emission rate of 250 Nccm using a mass flow controller (Fujikin, FCST1005LC) with a nominal accuracy 

of ± 10 Nccm. The CO2 concentration inside the test model was measured by using a gas analyser (LumaSense 

Technologies, Innova 1312), which was calibrated immediately before the measurement, and the measurement error was 

confirmed to be 0.32% at a span gas of 5,063 ppm. The concentration was recorded at sampling intervals of 1 minute, 

and PFR, representing the effective ventilation rate, was calculated using the following equation: 

 

 𝑃𝐹𝑅 =
𝑚

𝐶𝑟−𝐶𝑜
 (3) 
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where m denotes the emission rate of the tracer gas. Cr and Co are the steady-state indoor and outdoor concentrations, 

respectively. For the experimental procedure, the CO2 concentration was measured for 6 min without the tracer gas 

emission. This was to obtain the background outdoor CO2 concentration, and the averaged value over this duration was 

used as the steady-state concentration, Co. The tracer gas emission then started, and the CO2 concentration inside the 

model was continuously measured for 11 min, with the result of the first 1 min discarded. By averaging the concentrations 

recorded during the remaining 10 min, the steady-state indoor concentration, Cr, was obtained to calculate the PFR. Tracer 

gas measurement was performed after confirming no significant difference in the results by repeating the preliminary 

experiment targeted for Case 2 three times. 

   

 

2.3. Measurement of the wind pressure coefficient and velocity around the sealed building model 

 

 Being basic information required for analysing flow rate, the distribution of the time-averaged value of the wind 

pressure coefficient (𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅) was evaluated. A sealed model was used to measure 𝐶𝑝

̅̅ ̅, the configuration of which was the 

same as that provided with the openings presented in the previous section. Given the symmetry of the model at Z=0, three 

of the four walls were equipped with pressure taps, and the static pressure on the wall surface was measured as the wind 

pressure at 19 points on each of the three walls, that is 57 pressure taps were provided in total. Fig. 4 (1) and (2) depict 

the test model for the wind pressure measurement, showing the position of the pressure taps. All pressure taps were 

located at a height of 100 mm from the floor, which was the height of the central position of the openings in all the cases 

studied in the present study. The wind pressure coefficients were measured using a differential pressure transducer (DP-

45, Validyne) with a measurement range of ± 220 Pa and nominal accuracy of 0.5% of F.S. The pressure transducer used 

in this study was calibrated before the measurement using a bell-type manometer (ISP-350, Shibata), with absolute 

calibration made possible using a weight, and that the RMSE value obtained from 32 measurements of the dynamic 

pressure of a free flow was less than 0.4 Pa, which was calculated at a pressure of approximately ± 80 Pa and intervals of 

approximately 5.0 Pa. Because the experiment mainly aimed to measure the mean wind pressure coefficient, 𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅, all the 

pressure taps were connected to a differential pressure transducer via a switching valve. The other side of the pressure 

transducer was connected to the static pressure tube of the pitot tube, which was adopted as the reference pressure 

throughout the experiment. Thus, 𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅ was obtained at each of the 57 points to evaluate its distribution. The measurement 

was repeated twice, and their average was adopted as the final result, although no significant difference was seen, with a 

3.25 % of relative error on average over the 57 points. The difference in 𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅ between the two openings (∆𝐶𝑝

̅̅ ̅), which is 

generally regarded as the driving force in the Orifice equation, is discussed. 

 In addition to the pressure measurement, the velocity profile around the sealed room model was measured to compare 

the results between the measurement and LES, as presented in the following section. All the measurement points were set 

at a height of 100 mm from the floor for both the right- and left-hand sides of the model. For each side, 110 measurement 

points of 10 × 11 were set with intervals of 10 mm in the Z direction and 20 mm in the X direction (Fig. 3 (3) and (4)). 

An I-type hotwire probe of a 5-μm-diameter tungsten wire (Model 0251R-T5, KANOMAX Japan) was used for the 

measurement with a sampling frequency of 1.0 kHz, and the velocity was recorded for 60 s to evaluate the average value 

for each measurement point. The probe was set with its wire parallel to the Z axis (perpendicular to the side wall of the 

model) and shifted using a traversing unit. After calibrating the hot-wire anemometer by comparing the mean velocity of 

the free flow with that obtained from a pitot tube, whose dynamic pressure was measured using the above-mentioned 

pressure transducer, the velocity profile was measured once. The results are presented and discussed later along with those 

of on the CFD in the following section to determine the accuracy of CFD for the sealed model.  
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3. Comparison between measurements and CFD 

 

3.1. Summary of numerical analysis 

 

 To investigate the fluctuating flow, CFD prediction was performed using LES. Although this study aimed to conduct 

a parametric study focusing on case of a small wind pressure difference, the accuracy of the numerical analysis method 

was first verified. The wind tunnel test presented in the previous section was analysed. The height and width of the 

computational domain correspond to those of the wind tunnel presented above. The length in the streamwise direction 

was set at 3,200 mm, that is, five times the length of the model on the windward side and ten times on the leeward side 

(Fig. 5). A commercial code, ANSYS Fluent 17.0, was used for the analysis. In addition to the model with openings 

(referred to as “opening model”), a sealed model case was also analysed to investigate wind pressure coefficients. Three 

cases studied in the wind tunnel experiment were simulated as opening models. Although LES was applied for all 

calculations, the initial flow field was obtained by applying steady-state calculation using the standard k–ε (SKE) model. 

This RANS calculation was run with the SIMPLE algorithm by applying the QUICK discretisation scheme for advective 

term. After a sufficient convergence with a residual criteria of 10-5, the turbulence model was switched to LES, and the 

pre-conditioning unsteady calculation was performed based on the initial flow field obtained using the SKE model. The 

Smagorinsky-Lilly model was used, with a Smagorinsky coefficient (Cs) of 1.0. The SIMPLE algorithm was also applied 

for the LES calculations, but the central differencing was used for the advective differential scheme. The LES calculation 

was performed at time intervals of 0.0005 s for the opening model. However, in the analysis of the sealed model, time 

intervals of 0.0001 s were applied using a finer grid layout. The reason for this difference was that the accuracy of the 

wind pressure distribution was found to be improved when using a finer time interval and grid in the preliminary study, 

which was the main purpose of the sealed model case, although the velocity distribution remained largely constant even 

at time intervals of 0.0005 s. For both the sealed and opening model cases, the results of the first 1.0 s were discarded as 

a pre-conditioning period, and the following 10 s were adopted as the main period to calculate the flow rate and 

average/fluctuating component of wind pressure and velocity. Table 1 summarises the numerical settings applied in the 

calculations. The vertical profile of the average velocity and turbulence statistics obtained from the experiment was used 

together with the random flow generation technique, the spectral synthesiser, [70] to generate instantaneous velocity at 

the inlet boundary. Zero gauge-pressure was adopted as the outlet boundary condition. 
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 In analysing the opening case, the internal tracer concentration needs to be analysed to compare the flow rate between 

the CFD and wind tunnel measurements. In the present study, the particle tracing method was used, and the PFR was 

calculated based on the number concentration of particles. The particle tracing technique was applied instead of gas 

analysis because it will enable not only the calculation of the PFR, but also the obtaining of further detailed information 

regarding air motion and ventilation efficiency by determining the trajectories of individual particles in future studies, for 

example those calculating the statistics of residence time and indoor travel distance of the fresh air, probability of a 

contaminant returning to a room after outflow, etc. Nevertheless, the result of the particle analysis was used only to 

calculate the PFR as an alternative to the tracer gas in this study.  

 The particles used to simulate the tracer were emitted from four emission points whose positions were the same as the 

dosing points in the tracer gas measurement. One particle was emitted from each emission point at each time interval of 

the calculation, which corresponds to an emission rate of 8,000 [s-1]. The Lagrangian discrete phase model was adopted 

to analyse inert particle motion, and the position of the particles was calculated by integrating the force balance, where 

only the drag force was considered, and no additional forces, such as gravity, were considered. The position of the particles 

was expressed as follows:  

 𝑚𝑝
𝑑𝑢𝑝⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑚𝑝𝐹𝐷(�⃗� − 𝑢𝑝⃗⃗⃗⃗ )  (4) 

where, mp is the particle mass, �⃗�  is the fluid-phase velocity, and 𝑢𝑝⃗⃗⃗⃗  is the particle velocity. FD is the drag force per unit 

particle mass and was calculated based on the particle density ρp, particle diameter dp, relative Reynolds number Rer, and 

drag coefficient Cdrag by applying the following equation: 

 𝐹𝐷 =
18𝜇

𝜌𝑝𝑑𝑝
2

𝐶𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑅𝑒𝑟

24
  (5) 
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The drag coefficient was obtained by assuming a spherical drag law[71], and Rer is defined as 

 𝑅𝑒𝑟 =
𝑑𝑝|�⃗⃗� −𝑢𝑝⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗|

𝜈
  (6) 

where ν is the dynamic viscosity of the air. As a physical property, the diameter of the particle was set to 1.0 μm, and the 

particle density was assumed to be 1.225 kg/m3, which was the same as the air density setting with the intension to capture 

air movement. 

 For the sealed model, the horizontal distributions of the mean wind pressure coefficient, 𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅, on the front, lateral, and 

back walls were compared to those from the wind tunnel test. In addition, the mean velocity profiles around the sealed 

model were also compared between CFD and obtained measurement, and the measurement/monitoring points are shown 

in Fig. 4.  

 

 

3.2. Results of accuracy verification 

 

 Because the parametric study involved investigating the wind pressure and flow rate, a comparison between the 

obtained measurement and CFD was performed for both the sealed and opening models in this section. In Fig. 6, the 

distributions of the mean wind pressure coefficient on each wall are compared. On the windward and leeward walls, a 

good agreement was observed. For the lateral side wall, the strong negative pressure due to the flow separation at the 

windward corner was slightly underestimated. However, the tendency of the wind pressure distribution could be simulated 

relatively well. In this sealed model, the velocity profile was compared at the side region of the model. Fig. 7 shows the 

results for both sides. Because an I-type hotwire probe was used in the measurement, and it was set with the wire parallel 

to the Z axis, the experimental results seemed to record the velocity resulting from the X and Y components. For a rational 

comparison, the corresponding 2-D velocity resultant, 𝑣𝑥𝑦, was calculated from the LES results based on the following 

equation: 

 

 𝑣𝑥𝑦 = √𝑣𝑥
2 + 𝑣𝑦

2 (7) 

 

where, 𝑣𝑥 and 𝑣𝑦 are the X and Y components of the instantaneous grid scale velocity of the LES, respectively, and the 

overbar indicates the time-average. The CFD results for the velocity profile are consistent with the experimental results, 

although a slight overestimation was observed. Thus, the accuracy of the LES for the sealed model was verified.  
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 Fig.8 (1) shows extracted examples of the particle distribution and instantaneous velocity distribution, which are the 

results of Case 2 at a flow time of 1.0 to 5.0 s. The instantaneous velocity distribution shows the flow direction from 

Opening 1 to Opening 2 at a flow time of t=1.0 s and the opposite direction at t=2.0 s. This was regarded as the pulsating 

flow which occurs in the case of two openings [44,47] and can be interpreted as an instantaneous cross-ventilation 

phenomenon with alternating flow directions. As this is a fluctuation and is driven by the instantaneous wind pressure 

difference, the standard deviation of the wind pressure coefficient (σΔCp) was a key parameter. On the other hand, at t=5.0 

s, an external airflow parallel to the lateral wall was observed around both openings, and the inflow and outflow were not 

clear at Opening 1 and 2. This is regarded as the flow field assumed by Warren [49], and the mechanism of ventilation is 

explained by turbulent mixing by eddy penetration, where the external velocity around the opening is a key parameter.  

 Regarding the particles analysis, because the instantaneous coordinates were all known, the particles existing inside 

the room model were counted every 1 s to calculate the average particle-number concentration within the room and the 

PFR based on the LES. However, it must be noted that this was not a strict comparison with the experimental results, but 

rather a relative comparison, that is, in the measurement, even though 12 sampling holes were created at three different 

heights to measure the average concentration, only one sampling tube was installed at the centre of the model. As a 

qualitative tendency, the particles spread over the entire area inside the model after a flow time of 4.0 s. Because the 

number of particles inside the room continued to increase during the main calculation term of 10 s, the steady-state particle 

concentration could not be obtained from this main calculation time. To enable comparison of the PFR with the 

experimental results, the following equation based on the assumption of perfect mixing was applied, and the air change 

rate, n, was estimated using the least-squares method. 

 

 𝐶𝑟(𝑡) =
𝑚

𝑛𝑉𝑟
(1 − 𝑒−𝑛𝑡) (8) 
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where, Cr (t) is the number concentration [m-3], Vr is the room volume [m3], and t is the elapsed time [s] of the main 

calculation. 

 Fig. 8 (2) shows the response of the particle-number concentration for each case of the opening models. Here, the 

fitting curve for each case based on Eq. (8) was also added. The PFR was calculated based on the air change rate estimated 

using LES and the room air volume. Fig. 8 (3) shows the response of the tracer-gas concentration recorded in the wind 

tunnel test, and the PFR was also obtained from the mean value of CO2 concentration after emission, as explained in 

Section 2.2. Fig. 8 (4) compares the PFR between the obtained measurement and LES for each of the three cases. In 

general, the PFR obtained from CFD was smaller than that obtained from the measurement. As mentioned above, the 

wind tunnel experiment evaluated the concentration at the central position of the room model, and the measured PFR 

could not be strictly compared with that of CFD which evaluates the spatial average concentration. Considering that the 

location of opening 1 was fixed at the centre of the lateral wall, the central position inside the model where the sampling 

tube existed in the measurement may have a somewhat lower concentration, leading to an overestimation of the PFR. As 

a general tendency of the experimental results, Case 2 resulted in a slightly larger but almost the same PFR when compared 

with Case 1, whereas Case 3 showed a larger flow rate than did the other two cases. According to the experimental results 

in Fig. 6 (2), the mean wind pressure coefficient differences (∆𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅) in Cases 1, 2, and 3 were 0.244, 0, and 0.348, 

respectively, assuming the symmetry, which led to the largest PFR in Case 3. This indicates that the ventilation was more 

or less driven by the mean wind pressure difference in Case 3. Considering the result of ∆𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅, it should be noted that Case 

2 showed almost the same flow rate as did Case 1 despite no mean wind pressure difference being present. As discussed 

in the previous paragraph, pulsating flow and turbulent mixing were the main factors which caused ventilation in Case 2. 

The same tendency was observed in the LES results. Although the verification was limited to a relative comparison 

regarding the PFR, because the tendency was generally reproduced, further cases were investigated as a parametric study 

varying the position of openings and focusing on the conditions of a small wind pressure difference in the following 

section, applying the numerical setting method adopted in this study.   
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4. Parametric study with varying opening positions 

 

4.1. Outline of the analysis 

 

 As mentioned above, a parametric study was conducted using LES to analyse the flow rate under small wind pressure 

differences. In all cases, a cubic model equipped with two openings was analysed, and the position of the openings was 

varied. The basic configuration of the model was the same as that described in the previous section, and each opening had 

a side length of 40 mm. The studied cases were classified into four types according to the opening arrangement (Fig. 9), 

where both the double- and single-sided cases were analysed. In total, 19 cases were simulated by varying the positions 

of the openings so that the wind pressure difference between openings decreased. Ten cases of double-sided openings 

were studied (Case DS), five of which had symmetrical opening arrangements (Cases DS 0-0 to DS 0-4), and the rest had 

asymmetric opening arrangements (Cases DS 1 to DS 5). Regarding the single-sided openings, the studied cases were 

divided into three types: two openings on the front wall (Case SS-F), a lateral side wall (Case SS-L), and a back wall 

(Case SS-B). Table 2 provides detailed information of all cases and shows the result of the flow rate for both the PFR and 

AFR, the ratio of which is also presented. In addition, from the LES result for the sealed model presented in the previous 

section, the mean wind pressure coefficient difference between the two openings ∆𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅, standard deviation of the wind 

pressure coefficient 𝜎∆𝐶𝑝, and velocity in the vicinity of the assumed opening position obtained 20.0 mm from the model 

wall Vvic, are summarised in the table. The size of the computational domain was the same as that illustrated in Fig. 5, and 
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the same boundary conditions were applied. The LES method was the same as that described in the previous section, 

where the calculated flow time duration was 1.0 s for the pre-conditioning term and 10.0 s for the main calculation, and 

the time step size was 0.0005 s. 

 In the present study, the flow rate was mainly evaluated using the AFR, which is based on instantaneous velocity, 

because one of the primary objectives of this work was on the applicability of the Orifice equation, which cannot include 

the effect of ventilation efficiency defined by contaminant concentration or age of air, but only considers the bulk airflow. 

To calculate the AFR, the instantaneous velocity component perpendicular to the opening was monitored at 64 (8×8) 

points at each of the two openings in all the cases (Fig. 10). This enabled the calculation of the instantaneous rates of both 

the inflow and outflow at each time interval, which were expressed as Qin and Qout, respectively. Namely, Qin was obtained 

by integrating the instantaneous velocity over the opening only if the flow direction showed an inflow. Qout was obtained 

in the same way, that is, by integrating the instantaneous outflow velocity. Although the position of the monitoring points 

for instantaneous velocity did not strictly correspond to the computational grid layout at the opening, Qin and Qout were 

approximately balanced. The absolute values of these two flow rates were averaged to define the instantaneous airflow 

rate. Then, AFR in the present study was then obtained by taking the time average as follows: 

 

 𝐴𝐹𝑅 =
(|𝑄𝑖𝑛|+|𝑄𝑜𝑢𝑡|)

2
   (9) 

 

While the AFR needs to be used to evaluate the discrepancy in the bulk airflow rate predicted by the Orifice equation, the 

difference between the effective ventilation rate and the bulk airflow rate is also of great importance, which will be 

discussed in terms of ventilation efficiency. Therefore, the PFR, used as the effective ventilation rate, was also calculated 

in each case as additional information, and the particle tracking method was adopted, as described in the previous section. 

Here, particles were generated at each time interval at 27 points within the model (Fig. 10), with the intention of creating 

a uniform emission to analyse the PFR, indicating that 540,000 particles were generated and tracked throughout the main 

calculation for 10 s. Here, calculating the PFR with uniform generation can also be interpreted essentially as evaluating 

the spatially averaged age of air within the room with a dimension of flow rates.  
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Opening 1 Opening 2 Cp [-] Vvic [m/s] Vvic [m/s]

DS 0-0 L=100 (0, 100, -100) R=100 (0, 100, 100) -0.73 1.41 -0.74 1.39 0.007 0.236 112.1 88.1 78.59

DS 0-1 L=80 (-20, 100, -100) R=80 (-20, 100, 100) -0.81 1.47 -0.82 1.48 0.012 0.221 99.8 74.8 75.03

DS 0-2 L=60 (-40, 100, -100) R=60 (-40, 100, 100) -0.83 1.31 -0.84 1.33 0.007 0.201 88.9 62.1 69.78

DS 0-3 L=120 (20, 100, -100) R=120 (20, 100, 100) -0.63 1.23 -0.63 1.15 0.001 0.244 123.0 96.8 78.67

DS 0-4 L=140 (40, 100, -100) R=140 (40, 100, 100) -0.52 0.85 -0.51 0.81 0.010 0.247 135.0 106.8 79.08

DS 1 L=80 (-20, 100, -100) R=100   (0, 100, 100) -0.81 1.47 -0.74 1.39 0.065 0.229 111.7 78.0 69.84

DS 2 L=80 (-20, 100, -100) R=40   (-60, 100, 100) -0.81 1.47 -0.81 1.11 0.003 0.206 95.4 67.5 70.83

DS 3 L=80 (-20, 100, -100) R=120  (20, 100, 100) -0.81 1.47 -0.63 1.15 0.173 0.237 124.6 89.5 71.77

DS 4 L=80 (-20, 100, -100) R=130  (30, 100, 100) -0.81 1.47 -0.57 0.99 0.236 0.237 134.6 98.1 72.89

DS 5 L=80 (-20, 100, -100) R=140  (40, 100, 100) -0.81 1.47 -0.51 0.81 0.299 0.234 149.6 115.9 77.49

SS-L1 L1=100 (0, 100, -100) L2=50  (-50, 100, -100) -0.73 1.41 -0.82 1.18 0.089 0.235 95.8 58.0 60.51

SS-L2 L1=100 (0, 100, -100) L2=40  (-60, 100, -100) -0.73 1.41 -0.80 1.16 0.065 0.218 98.9 61.2 61.82

SS-L3 L1=100 (0, 100, -100) L2=30  (-70, 100, -100) -0.73 1.41 -0.77 1.37 0.040 0.199 100.5 62.1 61.77

SS-F1 F1=30 (-100, 100, -30) F2=30 (-100, 100, 30) 0.62 2.13 0.62 2.13 0.001 0.048 80.9 76.2 94.16

SS-F2 F1=40 (-100 ,100, -40) F2=40  (-100, 100, 40) 0.61 2.29 0.61 2.28 0.002 0.061 86.2 80.8 93.66

SS-F3 F1=50 (-100, 100, -50) F2=50 (-100, 100, 50) 0.59 2.49 0.59 2.47 0.003 0.071 90.3 80.3 88.97

SS-B1 B1=(100, 100, -30) B2=30  (100, 100, 30) -0.23 1.17 -0.23 1.25 0.002 0.057 56.4 52.0 92.20

SS-B2 B1=(100, 100, -40) B2=40  (100, 100, 40) -0.24 1.26 -0.24 1.34 0.001 0.068 60.0 55.7 92.83

SS-B3 B1=(100, 100, -50) B2=50  (100, 100, 50) -0.24 1.33 -0.24 1.37 0.000 0.078 64.8 55.7 85.92

AFR

[L/min]

PFR

[L/min]

PFR/AFR

[%]
Opening 1 Opening 2Description Case ID

Central Position of Opening (X, Y, Z) [mm]
Cp and mean velocity in its vicinity

ΔCp [-] σΔCp [-]

Cp [-]

Wind

XY

Z

B1

B2

Wind

XY

Z

F1

F2

XY

Z

L1

Wind

L2

XY

Z

L

R

Wind

Table 2 Detailed information of the studied cases and results of the AFR and PFR obtained using LES 
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4.2. Results and Discussion 

 

 Fig. 11 (1) shows the fluctuation of the instantaneous flow rate, Qin and Qout, and their sum during the first 2.0 s of the 

main calculation in Case DS 0-0, where the inflow was expressed as a positive value. Although mass balance was not 

strictly maintained because of the difference between the monitoring points and computational grids over the openings, 

the difference between the inflow and outflow was not significant and was almost negligible. Thus, the arrangement of 

64 instantaneous velocity monitoring points at each opening was considered acceptable for calculating the AFR.  

 In Fig. 11 (2), the correlations between the mean wind pressure coefficient difference, ∆𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅, and two types of flow 

rates, the PFR and AFR, are shown for five cases, DS 1 to DS 5. The flow rate estimated using the conventional Orifice 

equation based on Eq.(1) was also added, where the discharge coefficient of the opening, 𝐶𝑑, was assumed to be 0.65 for 

each opening, which indicates a (𝐶𝑑𝐴𝑊)𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 of 0.000735 m2 in Eq.(1). Comparing the PFR with AFR, the PFR 

was estimated to be approximately 70–80% of the AFR in the five cases of double-sided openings. This difference 

indicates the ventilation effectiveness, meaning that not all parts of the AFR can contribute to purging contaminants. 

According to the PFR divided by the AFR shown in Table 2, the rest of the Case DS also resulted in the same range of 

ventilation effectiveness. For the single-sided conditions, however, Case SS-L resulted in a ventilation effectiveness of 

approximately 60 %, which is lower than the Case DS series, while Cases SS-F and SS-B each showed an effectiveness 

of approximately 85-95 %. These differences in the PFR/AFR are more or less related to the flow patterns inside and 

outside the room. Fig. 12 shows the instantaneous velocity vector plots with the static pressure distribution at flow times 

of t=1.0, 3.0, and 5.0 in the main calculation. Here, the reference pressure point was taken at X, Y, Z = -200, 800, and 0 

mm, respectively. In cases of double-sided openings, the inflow and outflow occur alternately at each opening, and the 

airflow travels inside the room. However, because the airflow does not spread throughout the entire room, the PFR cannot 

exceed the AFR, and their ratio ranged from 0.7–0.8 in the cases studied here. Focusing on the single-sided openings on 

the lateral wall, the flow direction diagonal to the opening was observed. Since two openings are located close to each 

other, part of inflow directly flows toward the other opening before spreading through the room, which can be expressed 

as the “flow contact” [25], which causes short-circuiting between openings in this case. This appeared to have caused 

decrease in the PFR/AFR in the SS-L series, resulting in an effectiveness of approximately 60 %. However, in Cases SS-

F and SS-B, as a qualitative tendency, no inflow directly toward the other opening was observed, and the inflow travelled 

through the room. Because the other opening exists on the same façade of the inflow opening, the air flowing into the 

room more easily spreads through the whole room, leading to a relatively higher PFR/AFR of approximately 85–95%. 

Thus, the ventilation efficiency of the two openings for the single-sided ventilation differed depending on the location of 

the openings in the external wind direction.  

 Given the definitions of the PFR and AFR, particles short-circuiting caused a decrease in ventilation efficiency, as 

mentioned above. For further quantitative investigation in the future studies, analysing the length of trajectories from the 

opening will be useful. Another possible factor causing the difference between the AFR and PFR is that the contaminant 

returns to the room after it flows out of the opening. This must be somewhat affected by the external flow pattern around 

the opening. In other words, if the contaminant immediately flows downstream, fewer contaminants return to the room, 

but if the air tends to stagnate in front of the opening, the inflow includes more contaminants, leading to low ventilation 

effectiveness. Albuquerque et al. [64] performed LES for simulations of single-sided ventilation with two openings where 

window separation was varied, and reported that the ventilation effectiveness (effective ventilation rate divided by bulk 

airflow rate) ranged from 60% to 75%, which is lower than that of Case SS-B in the present study. An additional factor 

that may lead to differences in ventilation effectiveness is the shape of the opening. Because only simple square openings 

were considered in this study, the type of windows should also be considered as a parameter which may affect the external 

airflow pattern and the difference between the AFR and PFR. 

 According to the results of the five cases presented in Fig. 11 (2), the Orifice equation cannot accurately predict the 

AFR when the mean wind pressure coefficient difference is low. The flow rate estimated using the Orifice equation was 

approximately 16.3% and 64.8% of the AFR calculated using LES in Cases DS 2 (∆𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅=0.003) and DS 1 (∆𝐶𝑝

̅̅ ̅=0.065), 
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respectively. In Case DS 3, where ∆𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅=0.173, this percentage was 94.7%, and shows much less underestimation. Because 

the main driving force of wind-induced ventilation is turbulence when the mean pressure difference is low, using the 

Orifice equation is not appropriate for these two cases. Fig. 11 (3) shows the AFR obtained for all cases studied here. This 

results also showed that the AFR does not follow the Orifice equation when ∆𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅ is low, and that there are other 

parameters regarding turbulence that can explain the difference in flow rates. As discussed in Section 3.2, we assumed 

that it was necessary to consider two phenomena, namely pulsating flow and turbulent mixing by eddy penetration, in 

wind-induced natural ventilation with a small mean wind pressure difference. Consequently, as a parameter of importance, 

the standard deviation of the instantaneous difference in the wind pressure coefficient (expressed as 𝜎∆𝐶𝑝 ), was 

considered first because it can cause a pulsating flow between the two openings[44]. Fig. 11 (4) shows the results for 

𝜎∆𝐶𝑝 and the corresponding AFR. In general, the AFR increases when 𝜎∆𝐶𝑝 was large. Assuming a low difference in the 

mean wind pressure between openings, a large 𝜎∆𝐶𝑝  leads to the instantaneous cross-ventilation in the alternating 

direction. Thus, 𝜎∆𝐶𝑝 considerably affects the AFR. Nevertheless, it should also be noted that different AFR results can 

be observed even when ∆𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅ and 𝜎∆𝐶𝑝 are almost the same. Focusing on the three cases for Cases SS-F and SS-B, Case 

SS-F always showed a larger AFR than did Case SS-B, even when their 𝜎∆𝐶𝑝 values were similar. In these cases, ∆𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅ 

was almost zero because the arrangements of the openings were symmetric. Consequently, to predict the flow rate, it is 

rational to consider an additional parameter which explains the ventilation mechanism caused by turbulence. 
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 By including the standard deviation of the wind pressure coefficient difference as a parameter into the Orifice equation, 

Daish et al. [42] proposed the following formula: 

 

 𝑄 = 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓√𝑎𝑝|Δ𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅| + 𝑎𝜎𝜎∆𝐶𝑝   (10) 

 

where, Aref is the characteristic opening area, and ap and aσ are the correlation constants. Although this equation can reflect 

the effect of the fluctuating wind pressure difference between openings, it cannot explain the difference between Cases 

SS-F and SS-B. Given the factors of air exchange[45], eddy penetration can be another important parameter to be 

considered, which has often been treated using the mixing layer theory mainly for the cases of the single opening. The 
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basic approach of the mixing layer theory assumes that the flow rate is proportional to the opening area and external free-

stream velocity. In this study, to obtain a simplified modification of Eq.(1) and also Eq.(10), the following equation is 

proposed:  

 

 𝑄 = (𝐶𝑑𝐴𝑊)𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓√𝑎𝑝|Δ𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅| + 𝑎𝜎𝜎∆𝐶𝑝 + Σ𝑎𝑒𝐴𝑊𝑉𝑣𝑖𝑐 (11) 

 

where, ae denotes an additional model constant. Vvic is the external local velocity near the assumed opening position which 

was obtained from the sealed model. As mentioned above, the position adopted to acquire Vvic was 20 mm from the wall 

at the centre of the assumed opening position, which was half of the side length of the opening. Here, the velocity 

magnitude obtained from three mean velocity components was taken as Vvic. The combination of constants, ap, aσ, and ae 

to achieve the best agreement with the LES results for the studied 19 cases was determined using the least-squares method, 

and we obtained ap=0.285, aσ=0.402, and ae=0.0768.  

 Fig. 13 compares the AFR between the LES and simplified estimation using Eq.(11), where the range of the ±30% 

error is indicated by dashed lines. Adding the last term to Eq.(11) to explain the effect of eddy penetration resulted in 

different AFRs between Case SS-B and Case SS-F for the case of similar 𝜎∆𝐶𝑝 values. For Case SS-L, the AFR predicted 

using Eq.(11) showed somewhat larger variance than did LES but still showed relatively good agreement within ±30% 

error, which is the same criterion by Daish et al.[42]. For Case DS, the three cases with the largest flow rates predicted 

by Eq.(11) corresponded to the three cases with the largest ∆𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅ (Cases DS 5, DS 4, and DS 3).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 It must be noted that this modified equation is not for predicting PFR but for AFR because it is the bulk airflow rate 

obtained based on ventilation mechanics using pressure difference, that is, the effect of ventilation efficiency cannot be 

considered. According to its definition, the flow rate contributing to ventilation is PFR. Therefore, to evaluate natural 

ventilation performance for cases with a small wind pressure difference, there must be two steps, that is, 1) estimating 

AFR considering the effect of turbulence, then 2) evaluating the ventilation efficiency (PFR/AFR). To address the former, 

Eq.(11) was proposed, and the approach of modifying the Orifice equation considering both pulsating flow and eddy 

penetration can work relatively well for the studied cases with small wind pressure differences. However, since the 

maximum value of ∆𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅ studied in the present study was 0.299, there still remains a question regarding the extent to 

which the higher ∆𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅ proposed equation is valid. In addition, the 𝜎∆𝐶𝑝 studied here ranged between 0.048 and 0.247, 

which may not be sufficiently large to confirm their general applicability. This means that there is a limitation of the 

proposed equation for the simple room case within these ranges of ∆𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅ and 𝜎∆𝐶𝑝. Therefore, further studies should 
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determine the appropriate condition for switching the equation to the standard Orifice equation. For studies to investigate 

this, for example, the analyses of the sheltered condition of surrounding buildings and other shapes of the target building 

may be effective because they provide wider range ∆𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅  and 𝜎∆𝐶𝑝 . For the latter step, evaluating the ventilation 

efficiency (PFR/AFR), the difference in tendency caused by opening arrangement was clearly shown in this study, which 

has not been sufficiently investigated in the research field. Evaluating this ratio could lead to a new index of ventilation 

efficiency for natural ventilation phenomena. In this context, the results obtained in this study provide important 

information. However, to enable estimation of this ratio in more practical situations, more systematic investigations are 

necessary for acquiring further understanding of its mechanism. As discussed above, analysing trajectories in the future 

studies is helpful because it is important to separately consider the airflow pattern travelling from the inlet and the 

contaminant returning to the room after outflow, which is difficult only by analysing the gaseous scalar field. 

 

5. Summary and future prospects 

 

 Wind-induced natural ventilation rate is generally estimated using the standard Orifice equation; however, this 

equation is not suitable when turbulence is the dominant driving force. This study focused on the case of ventilation with 

two openings where the difference in the mean wind pressure coefficient between openings, ∆𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅, is small. Furthermore, 

this study investigated the isolated single-room building model using LES, the accuracy of which was determined by 

comparing results with wind tunnel experiments. The purging flow rate (PFR) and airflow rate (AFR) were evaluated as 

the effective ventilation and bulk airflow rates, respectively. A parametric study was performed by varying the position 

of the openings, which correspondingly varied ∆𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅ and other two additional parameters, namely the standard deviation 

of instantaneous wind pressure coefficient difference, 𝜎∆𝐶𝑝, and external velocity in the vicinity of the opening, Vvic. 

Assuming that these two parameters can explain the characteristics of two major factors of ventilation caused by 

turbulence, pulsating flow, and eddy penetration, a modification of the standard Orifice equation to estimate AFR was 

proposed, and three model constants were obtained. The major findings of this study are summarised as follows. 

 

· The AFR estimated using the standard Orifice equation was 64.8 % of that calculated using LES in the case where 

∆𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅=0.065, whereas it was 94.7% when ∆𝐶𝑝

̅̅ ̅=0.173. A lower ∆𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅ led to a larger range of variance in this estimation 

error. 

· Among the cases studied, the ventilation effectiveness (PFR/AFR) in the cases of double-sided openings (Case DS) 

ranged from 70–80%, whereas it differed in the single-sided cases depending on the façade where openings were 

provided, i.e., approximately 60% for lateral side and 90% for windward (Case SS-F) and leeward sides (Case SS-B). 

· Even when ∆𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅ was almost zero and 𝜎∆𝐶𝑝 remained almost the same, the AFR differed, and Case SS-F showed a 

larger AFR than did Case SS-B. 

· The proposed simplified equation could estimate the AFR within an error of ±30% from that of LES, including Cases 

SS-F and SSB, where both ∆𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅ and 𝜎∆𝐶𝑝 remained almost the same. 

 

However, there are still some challenges and limitations to the findings described above. Because the effective ventilation 

rate is important in terms of ventilation performance, the ratio of PFR to AFR must be predicted, even if the AFR was 

well predicted. Therefore, further studies should acquire an understanding of the relationship between building/opening 

conditions and physical phenomena, such as indoor airflow short-circuiting and contaminant return after outflow. 

Analysing the trajectories of individual particles could be beneficial for investigating this in detail. In addition, because 

simple square openings were studied without changing the opening size, the effects of window type and porosity should 

also be studied in future studies. To improve the generality of the proposed equation for estimating the AFR, more 

systematic parametric studies should be performed using wider ranges of ∆𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅ and 𝜎∆𝐶𝑝. From this perspective, for 

instance, the building shape and surrounding buildings could be changed as parameters.  
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Inlet

Outlet

Walls

Sealed Model Opening Model

0.0001 [s] 0.0005 [s]

10,000 time step (=1.0 [s]) 2,000 time step (=1.0 [s])

100,000 time step (=10 [s]) 20,000 time step (=10 [s])

1,753,350 (Case 1)

1,192,100 (Case 2)

1,753,350 (Case 3)

Main Calculation Term

Preconditioning Calculation Term

CFD Code Ansys Fluent 17.0

Total Number of Cells 19,66,720

Large Eddy Simulation

Smagorinsky-Lilly Model (Cs=1.0)

Implicit method (SIMPLE)

Central Differencing

Based on wind tunnel measurement and Smirnov's method

Gauge Pressure : 0 [Pa]

Two Layer Model of Linear-Log Law

Model

Boundary

Condition

Turbulence Model

Algorithm

Discretization Scheme for

Advection Term

Time Step
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Opening 1 Opening 2 Cp [-] Vvic [m/s] Cp [-] Vvic [m/s]

DS 0-0 L=100 (0, 100, -100) R=100 (0, 100, 100) -0.73 1.41 -0.74 1.39 0.007 0.236 112.1 88.1 78.59

DS 0-1 L=80 (-20, 100, -100) R=80 (-20, 100, 100) -0.81 1.47 -0.82 1.48 0.012 0.221 99.8 74.8 75.03

DS 0-2 L=60 (-40, 100, -100) R=60 (-40, 100, 100) -0.83 1.31 -0.84 1.33 0.007 0.201 88.9 62.1 69.78

DS 0-3 L=120 (20, 100, -100) R=120 (20, 100, 100) -0.63 1.23 -0.63 1.15 0.001 0.244 123.0 96.8 78.67

DS 0-4 L=140 (40, 100, -100) R=140 (40, 100, 100) -0.52 0.85 -0.51 0.81 0.010 0.247 135.0 106.8 79.08

DS 1 L=80 (-20, 100, -100) R=100 (0, 100, 100) -0.81 1.47 -0.74 1.39 0.065 0.229 111.7 78.0 69.84

DS 2 L=80 (-20, 100, -100) R=40 (-60, 100, 100) -0.81 1.47 -0.81 1.11 0.003 0.206 95.4 67.5 70.83

DS 3 L=80 (-20, 100, -100) R=120 (20, 100, 100) -0.81 1.47 -0.63 1.15 0.173 0.237 124.6 89.5 71.77

DS 4 L=80 (-20, 100, -100) R=130 (30, 100, 100) -0.81 1.47 -0.57 0.99 0.236 0.237 134.6 98.1 72.89

DS 5 L=80 (-20, 100, -100) R=140 (40, 100, 100) -0.81 1.47 -0.51 0.81 0.299 0.234 149.6 115.9 77.49

SS-L1 L1=100 (0, 100, -100) L2=50  (-50, 100, -100) -0.73 1.41 -0.82 1.18 0.089 0.235 95.8 58.0 60.51

SS-L2 L1=100 (0, 100, -100) L2=40  (-60, 100, -100) -0.73 1.41 -0.80 1.16 0.065 0.218 98.9 61.2 61.82

SS-L3 L1=100 (0, 100, -100) L2=30  (-70, 100, -100) -0.73 1.41 -0.77 1.37 0.040 0.199 100.5 62.1 61.77

SS-F1 F1=30 (-100, 100, -30) F2=30 (-100, 100, 30) 0.62 2.13 0.62 2.13 0.001 0.048 80.9 76.2 94.16

SS-F2 F1=40 (-100 ,100, -40) F2=40  (-100, 100, 40) 0.61 2.29 0.61 2.28 0.002 0.061 86.2 80.8 93.66

SS-F3 F1=50 (-100, 100, -50) F2=50 (-100, 100, 50) 0.59 2.49 0.59 2.47 0.003 0.071 90.3 80.3 88.97

SS-B1 B1=(100, 100, -30) B2=30  (100, 100, 30) -0.23 1.17 -0.23 1.25 0.002 0.057 56.4 52.0 92.20

SS-B2 B1=(100, 100, -40) B2=40  (100, 100, 40) -0.24 1.26 -0.24 1.34 0.001 0.068 60.0 55.7 92.83

SS-B3 B1=(100, 100, -50) B2=50  (100, 100, 50) -0.24 1.33 -0.24 1.37 0.000 0.078 64.8 55.7 85.92

AFR

[L/min]

PFR

[L/min]

PFR/AFR

[%]
Opening 1 Opening 2 σΔCp [-]Description Case ID

Central Position of Opening (X, Y, Z) [mm]
Cp and mean velocity in its vicinity

ΔCp [-]
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Highlights 

 

•  Wind-induced natural ventilation under small wind pressure difference was analysed 

•  Orifice equation failed largely if pressure coefficient difference is less than 0.065 

•  Ratio of effective to bulk airflow rate was analysed as ventilation efficiency 

•  Ventilation efficiency under no wind pressure difference depends on opening position 

•  Flow rate cannot be determined by only wind pressure difference and its deviation 
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